The Pack
the PSA finale
FADE UP:
KARIN in a lab coat, hair pulled back, glasses, extreme features, serious
Another female lab tech works in the background, checking figures on a clipboard with a male tech. They each work over
two laptops and other lab paraphernalia.
KARIN
Free Association Full Contact Adult Role Playing, or FAFCARP, is rapidly becoming a cross culture, multi
generational, world wide phenomenon. Men and women of all ages, ethnic backgrounds and religious diversitiesare
spending, not just their weekends, but more and more of their free time, engaged in an ever growing world unto itself...
As an exciting new past time, nothing can be more engaging or intellectually stimulating than to fully immerse yourself in
a by gone era or a wildly imaginative world of the future, complete with complex social and psychological ramifications.
But, as with everything, there must be limits. FAFCARP has an addictive side. One that, while rarely addressed, is as
debilitating and destructive as alcohol, drugs, sex, rock and roll, Team Sports or other morally questionable activities.
If you or someone you love is suffering from FAFCARP syndrome, we can help. This is a serious affliction that should not
be taken lightly. It can consume a person, their lifestyle, their entire household and immediate family and possibly their
community in a matter of days.
They may exhibit any or all of the following symptoms:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

showing up at their place of employment in full blown siege regalia.
Demand everyone address them as Conquistador or The Scourge of Civilization
become increasingly baffled with modern technology
make frequent references to “the Before Time”
neglect personal hygiene in favor of grappling or wrassling.
carry excessively oversized weapons and encourage passerbys to “Have at thee”

(Walking behind her are two grown men in Viking regalia.)
This insidious affront to our way of life and peaceful well being is rapidly reaching epidemic proportions. This is not a
phase or a crisis of identity, but a deadly disease.
(The Vikings are joined by several medieval denizens at a table where they begin to devour raw vegetables and play
checkers.)
Unlike some modern afflictions however, there is hope.
There is a cure. Call us now at 407 721 6006. Don't waste another moment. We can help. FAFCARP is a serious
debilitating malady that must be handled quickly and decisively or you or your loved one may be lost to this realm
forever.
Don’t wait until it’s too late.
(The other female lab tech steps directly in front of Karin with a manic used-car salesman, Tony Little/Tony Robbins
energy.)
FEMALE TECH
And if you call in the next thirty seconds you will also receive a limited edition of all of our clinically approved, government
sanctioned, politically correct research data in an easy to digest director’s cut DVD…”
(The male lab tech steps in running with the gag)
MALE TECH
“…complete with interviews of the original test subject control group, an extensive making of documentary and never
before seen footage of the legendary BLACK DOOM FAFCARP games banned in over 37 countries. This SuperUltaMegaBit
Director’s Cut DVD is not sold in stores and is only available through this limited offer.
FEMALE TECH
Act now and we’ll include the only tried and true method for stopping FAFCARP cold turkey.
MALE TECH
That’s right. We’ll send you, at no extra charge, The Purifier. (shows the gun)

FEMALE TECH
The Purifier is a single shot pneumatic 7.5 gauge recoilless pile-driver capable of delivering a 100cc weaponized dosage of
Rhinoceros tranquilizers directly into the unprotected epidermis of the afflicted. The purifier quickly and efficiently
subdues those under the spell of FAFCARP and puts them out of commission for no less than 36 hours.
MALE TECH
Plenty of time for them to ponder their poor choices and mull over the damage left in the wake of their irresponsible
actions.
FEMALE TECH
Nothing, and we mean nothing, says I love you and I care what happens to you because you mean the world to me, like
a butt full of rhino tranq.
MALE TECH
Do not let this once in a life time opportunity pass you by. The health and well being of those you love may depend on
your ability to think laterally and act quickly.
KARIN
But wait, there's more. That’s right, act now we'll throw in a pre-labeled, pre-approved, EPA certified and D&D sanctioned
cemetery plot.
FEMALE TECH
In the unfortunate event that our time tested intervention or The Purifier fails to obtain the desired results, it is always a
comfort basking in the mental security of knowing you have planned for every contingency no matter how dire.
MALE TECH
Why waste precious time and energy searching for the right burial location for your loved one after they've succumbed to
the crushing influence of FAFCARP, when we can do it for you, right now, your way.
KARIN
FACARP is a disease, a serious disease. Call us, right now, before it’s too late. We can help.
(They shuck their lab coats to reveal form fitting bikinis and sexy lingerie. The Male tech is buff and oiled in snug biker
shorts.)
FEMALE TECH
We know what you want
KARIN
And we’ve got it.
MALE TECH
Call now.

